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Propel Fuels
Pump toppers, hose hangers and nozzle talkers - they're not only for Dr. Suess
anymore. Those are actually items we print regularly for one of our favorite
clients, Propel Fuels. They provide high-quality renewable fuels while promoting
their clean mobility initiative throughout the state. Recently, they had an exciting
new project: the unveiling of a new fuel line, Diesel HPR, at all of their pump
locations in Northern California. The undertaking included, but was definitely not
limited to, posters, decals, flags, lawn signs, vinyl wraps, buttons - and let us not
forget, the pump toppers, hose hangers, and nozzle talkers! We also coordinated
install with their scheduled fuel introductions at all pump locations - which took us
from Sacramento all the way down to Fresno. Next month, the project continues,
as we head down to Southern California to launch Diesel HPR at 13 stations.
We're ready!

Slingshot Power
Omg, a fleet of MINI's? Can it get any cuter? When they're wrapped in Richard
Scarry-esque, colorful fun towns - the answer is YES. We were excited to work
with the unique MINI Cooper body style and having a playful design to work with
is always a bonus. Also, fitting 4 MINI's into the vehicle bay at our new studio = a
small yet tangible satisfaction for any SpeedPro nerd ;)
We are fortunate to have opportunities to work with inspiring companies who are
doing great things for our planet. Slingshot Power is an excellent example - they
offer best in class solar systems, EV charging stations, and LED lighting. We also
had the pleasure of wrapping two F-150's, and a BMW i3. See ya on the road!

A 60-foot Hedge (Banner)!
Mandeville Garden Co.
We can now officially add landscaping to our list of services offered - well...sort
of. A client of the Mandeville Garden Company had a plywood construction fence
assembled right behind her beautiful garden - and that just wouldn't do! The
solution: cover the 60-foot monstrosity with a climbing green hedge...banner.
Yes, a 60-foot by 6-foot hedge made of vinyl and ink. Not your typical 'green'
initiative. It's safe to say we were all dubious at first, but pleasantly surprised with
the outcome. The banner looked vibrant and natural, and fit right in behind the
other beautifully manicured plants.

